Rolling from Home:

Using at-home video analysis is a feasible

Developing a methodology for
classifying rolling movements
from at-home videos
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rolling movements of babies over time.

BACKGROUND
● Achieving a roll is a key developmental
milestone for babies.

Step 2

Step 1

● One previous study outlined six types of
rolls that babies perform1.
Direction
of roll

● Currently, studying baby rolling is limited
to a lab setting. Developing a method to
assess baby rolling from at-home videos
could help researchers study baby motor
development over time.
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METHODS
● Methodology was written based on
Kobayashi’s six roll types. Figure 1
illustrates how limbs were defined, while
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the
methodology applied to videos. The
process used identify the rolls is outlined
below while the roll types can be seen to
the right.

Stationary limb

“This roll type is characterized by one
stationary limb, the IA, with the remaining
three limbs moving synchronously with the
trunk. In this type, both legs usually move up
in unison while the CA moves across the
chest. At times it can be difficult to determine
whether the IA is stationary or moving (as in
roll type F). For type C rolls, the IA usually
remains close to the trunk below shoulder
level and does not make any movements
upwards towards the trunk”.

Figure 2: A sequence of screenshots showing the motion of a roll on video using
methodology
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Figure 4: Pie charts showing distribution of roll types
for each rater

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
● Preliminary results show methodology to
be promising with a match percentage of
over 75%

Figure 1: Illustration defining the various limbs in
relation to the direction of the roll.

RESULTS

● Patterns in roll types where there were
disagreements

● 2 raters were tasked with classifying
71 rolls from video

● Methodology will be modified to help

● 8 videos were discarded due to poor
quality
● Raters matched 50 out of 63 remaining
videos for a match percentage of 79.4%
References: [1] Kobayashi Y, et al. Exp Brain
Res, 2016.

Figure 3: Flowchart used to help determine each what type of roll a
baby is performing.
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distinguish similar roll types.
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